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NEW ME:XJCO LOBO
It is easie1· to be interested in anWHAT
D 0
YOU other man's J>nin when you have one
KNOW ABOUT THIS? of ~our own.
War Declared by Student Body.
Located a block and a half from
the can1pus of one of the large Eastertl universities a Variety Stot•e insisted on handling a line of candies
that jobbers had carried in stock
until it was. old and stale.

!

BUTT'S
DRUG STORE

l

WATERMAN
& CONKLIN
FOUNTAIN
PENS
I:
T
LEGGET 'S AND
1\IARTHA WASIDNGTON
OANDmS
'
TryOnr
I
Cbiclmn Salad
Sandwiches
=
at Fourth and Centml
Store No.1 at First and Central

bunch was in for a sad disappointment here, though, for the coolt said
the visitors would have to wait until the workmen finished their meal,
which would be about twelve-fortyfive. some of the lncl<ier and speed-

"BARBARA
FREITCHIE''
and

The

ier members of the group weren't
disappointed, however, for they had

Telephone_ Girl

already
secured
seats
and started
ing, There
were
several
threatseatof
murder and lilte crimes cast to the
four winds about that time by hunHanna

&

Hanna

'
jl

EASTER CARDS
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LIBERTY CAFE

114 W. Central Ave. .

Allen's Shoe Shop
Boots, Shoes and
Shoe Repairing
VARSITY SHOP, Agent

.

THE HOME OF

I
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NEW MEXICO CIGAR CO.

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

~

IEVE.'RITT'S INC.

PAAVO. NURMI MAY ME.ET
(Continued from page 1.)

Dependable

TO BE EDITED BY
'

J

St.'Lonis, Los Angeles and San Fran-~~~~::::~~::~~:::~::~~
cisco, with possible stop-overs at
Minneapolis, St. Paul, Omaha;· and
Albuquerque, New Mexico,
"The last of these tentative dates
Books are the best
may result in one of the most nn-·
GIFTS FOR EASTER
usual of Paavo's competitive appearCome in and look over our
ances in this countt·y, as llis potential
opponents are the Zuni Indians and
EASTER CARDS
the track on which the race would
be held crowns one of the Sierra
NewMexico
Nevada peaks outside of Albuquer-

v;1;;, 20~~~e:::r:ve.

his way around without difficulty
(?). Lights of various sorts weJ•e
provided and the worlt began. If
any one doesn't believe it was work,
just go up there and ask to be taken
through. It seemed as though those
guides were tryhtg to run everybody
to death by the fearful pace they set
up. The main slope of the mine is a
slope sure enough, for it slants down
at an angle of thirty degrees with
tbhyo rlotollr,·inzgoljatsal.byo~;alcl•oiunlgd dgoowans tfha!sst.
" '
After going down a while in the
main slope, the party turned off into one of the side drifts. Here were
seen some of the mules used to haul
the coal cars.
The coal veins in this mine slope
at a thirty degree angle, so to get
out the coal the miners have to dig

1

I

B. and M. Driverless Car Co.

I

1
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SPORTING
GOODS
__..
M.

u.-·-··--N. M.

ROSENWALD'S

:Son

1

~~~~~~~~~;;~~~~;;;;~;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;~~;N~o~r~t~h~F~o~u~rt~h~s~tr~e~o~t.~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
ARNO HUNING ELECTRICAL CO.
Electrical Supplies

RADIO RECEIVING SETS-FEDERAL AND R. C. A.

150 NEW EASTER SUITS

$25.00, $30.00, $35.00
BOOTH & SPITZMESSER
116 South Second Street

A
GREATER
VARSITY

NUMBER TWENTY-SEVEN

Albuquerque, New Mexico, Friday, April 10, 1925

BEST OF ANNUALS

Jewelel's ·
Established 1883
Opposite First Nat') Bank_

1 1 - 1 - H _ H _.. _ _ , _ _

SANITARY
BARBERS
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que.
"Kyle S. Crichton, who is trying
to
arrange tile race, which will be
GOOD EATS
held under the auspices of the UniWe Cater to
verslty of New Mexico, wires me that ~;:;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;~
University Students
the Zunis never have been beaten by ~
AGENOY FOR
RIGHT PRICES
NEW ARRIVALS OF
white men when competing in the
WHITMAN'S
CANDIES
high altitude of the Albuquerque
lOS W. Central
College Boys'
Phone
788
118
W.
Centml
traclt,
and that the l'edskins are most
Phone 358
Oxfords
~~~~~~~:~~~~~~~
anxious to prove their superiority
In All Shades, Coming In Dall7
over the famous Finn,
ALSO A 001\IPLETE
~
"I can not give definite word on
LINE OF HOSffi11Y
WEITGENANT'S
the Albuquerque date jnst now,"
New Mexico's
IVES
Leading Shoo Store
DRUG STORE
Hugo Quist said yesterday. "Paavo
GREENHOUSES
is due in St. Louis on APl'il 20 and
PARIS
1424 E. Central
in Los Angeles on April 25, That
CUT FLOWERS, CORSAGE
SHOE STORE
Phone 1691-W
allows five days for a three day trip,
BOUQUETS, PLANTS OF
1 Opp. Y. ~f. 0, A.
PhoJ!.o 20..J
and
if
Paavo
feels
up
to
it
we
may
ALL KINDS
decide
to
stop
over
at
Albuqnerque
Drugs
Cigars
Greenhouses Display
and show the Indians what real run- +---••-••-••-u-u-H-n---•
Candies
ning is like."
Uptown:
The Bee Barber Shop
Hot
and
Cold
Drinks
Flower Shoppe
Lunch
108 8, Second Street
216 W. Central Phone 732
A young man planning marriage
Workmanship the Best
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ upwards at that angle. Chutes are sliould also have his "hope chest"Wl\1. U, TWIGGS, Prop:
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~built up these sloping rooms to slide and put a tidy sum in it every week.
1the coal down to the cars in the
I_I_ti-N-•f
1 drift. During the course of the jourHIGHEST QUAUTY OF
ney through the drift .the party came
If you don't care for advice about
LAUNDRY WORK
to an exceptionally long room with. you_r ailments, don't lell about them.
RENT A CAR
its chute. The guide led everybody For that Is what you'll get.
All
1924 Models
Men's Suits Cleaned
:up this room and then slid down the - - - - ' - - ' - - - - - - - - - - Cm•s Dcll•·c>•ed
1 chute, followed by the bunch.
It
and Pressed
so happens that tllis particular chute
llts N. Tll!rd
Phone 800
One DollarI runs pretty close to the rock 1·oof
W. E. MITCHELL
SHE
i of the mine at one spot. So, when
THE IMPERIAL
Proprietor
; Dean Eyre came sl!ding down he
will expect a Corsage
stuck. So there you are. He got by,
LAUNDRY CO.
AUTOMOBILE AND
305 W. Central
Ithough, by mnch shrinking.
Phones 147 and 148
for Easter. Same can
FLIVVER SUPPLIES
After
a
wild
chase
after
the
guides
1the trip ended up down at the botbe obtained from
Roland Sauer & Co.
tom ·of the mine, in the main slope,
Engineer Brooks hacl the pleasure
$3.00 up
ALBUQUERQUE GAS and ELECTRIC CO.
of firing a shot of dynamite here.
When everybody bad arrived at the
Also Cut Flowers and Potted
"At Your Service"
bottom a string of·empty cars came
down and hauled the explorers up to
Plants of Every Kind
ALL KINDS OF
daylight, w'here Price took another
picture.
and Hue
THE RETU11N,
COMPLETE OUTFITTERS FOR
Since anything else in the -way of
inspection or sight-seeing would have
UNIVERSITY MEN AND WOMEN
_,._
been superfluous after the descent
into the mine, the train was again
THE: FRANCISCAN
PHONE 020
! S New Mexico's largest department store, we invite
boarded
and
the
1•etnrn
trip
begun.
fl University men and women to use freely the many
U.N.
A stop was made at the brick worl18,
facilities we have provided for their comfortable and
PENNANTS
where the processes of brick and tile rr~~~~~~~;;;~~~~~~
economical shopping.
ma!dng were observed, and some InHave You Seen the New
dian ruins visited. Several other
stops were made at points along the
Pli:.LOW TOPS
Parker
.....-•.-ntrack to have the peculiarities of
'
the construction of the roadbed exEVERS HARP
Pencil
plained. So at last the Limited came
PENCILS
to the Junction again and a quick
?
Cerrillos Hard and
Gallup Soft Coal
transfer from train to automobiles
•
-~~-··-··Coal
Lime, Coke
was made. The trip baclr to AlbnFOUNTAIN
HAHN COAL COMPANY
quorque did not talce too much ume
BRIGGS
PENS
PHONE 91
or rouse very much Interest, except
PHARMACY
Mill Wood
Kindling
Stove Wood
when the Ford truck did the flop on
Fourth and Central
SWEATERS
•

R E S ·H M 4 N

1 AMiLNErfst·um<r

~S~O~S~W~.~C~en~t~r~·a~l~~~P~h~o~n~e;1;8;7~ athatplahevery
of one
the would
mine was
shown,
so
be able
to find

~

.

• .r;

UNIV ...ltSITY

LAUNDRY
G1·ose a11d Woodford Heflin. The old
members of the organization are
Frank Eeeve, Roy Hicl<man, Willis
Satisfaction
Morgan and Pat Miller.
Both organizations originated at
the University. The ael!lCtion of canSee
didates for Mortarboard Junior is
Varsity Shop, Agent
made from t]l(l highest third (In
Phone 177
scholarship) of the women il). tithe
~~~~~~~~~::::::~~
· junior class, Scholar;;hip and ac V1+~-··-··-·-·-MI-11-11-11_1111_11-11-•+
ti~s are considered. Its symbol is a
small mortarboard pin.
Khatahle elects from the men of
PIJOTOGRAPHERS
the junior class who have stoocl
Fl'iendship's Perfect Gift,
YOUR Photograph
among the leaders in activities.
813% W, Oel!-tral
·Scholarship is not a requisite. The . PhoJ!,e 028
+·-1-IIM-11-11-kll-.lf-IM-II-11-II_I_,+
word "Khatahle" is tal<en from the
Navajo, and means medic~ne-man.
White felt hats bearing a blue "K"
are worn by the members.

gry engineers. There was nothing
else to do but wait, though, so in ol'der to worlt up an appetite several
climbed· an adjacent hill. 'f·his
served its purpose admirably, lfor
"'!len they were at lost admitted .to
the lair of the eats, the eats sure
disappeared. Towards the close of
the meal Reginald Fisher played a
few P 1eces on t1te ea t'mg h onse Pi ano. When all the grub in sight had
been taken care of the meeting adjourned.
INTO THE MINE.
The crowning event of the day
was next. This was the ·clescent into
the mine. Before malting the descent

"

BCV"
THl

EXCELSIOR
SOFT WATER

(Continued from page 1,)

(Continued from page 1.)
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+·-··-··-•·-~~-··-··-··-··-··-·-··-~
j
If
=
·MEET lllE AT

1

ENGINEERS SPEND DAY

Peace consists almost entirely in mine. Since it was so near lunch
being let alone. 'l'he privilege seems time thO descent into the mine was
to be thought worth fighting for.
postponed, and the air shaft and fan
~~;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;~ we1'e lool<ed over,
The twelve o'clock wbistle blew
presently and all made their way to
the -dining hall. The majority of tile

One of the. leade1·s of the Stu"dent Body tal<ing a post graduate
com·se at the UNIVERSITY OF NEW
l\IEXICO led a l'aid on this store, exclaiming: "The TOWNSEND VARIE'XY STOJ:l,E, one and one-half
blocks from the New Mexico University campus, has a fresh shipment of
sweats every two weeks-the candy
tlmt made Salt Lal«l famous. Boys,
tlo your duty."-Adv.

STUDENTS PICKED

Phone 781

MATSON'
S
W.
206
Central
Phone 19

'25

MIRAGE STAFF

DR. LONG SPEAKS

\VEEllU.Y PROGRAM

ON FORESTRY AT
FRIDAY MEETING

Sunday, April 12-Easter.
lllm1day, Apl'il 13Meetlng El Circulo Espanol; 4

LOBUS MAKE STRONGER
STAND THAN EXPECTED
AND TAKE 36 2-3 POINTS

Present Indication• Are That Diseases and Their Prevention
Discussed. Preservation ofForYear book Will Surpass all Prep, m.
ests Asked. Music Is Furvious Publications. To B e
nished by Kentucky 1-Jarmon- Tuesday, Apl'il 14Available About May
Varsity Athletes Show Up Much Better Than in Meet With Corn'Vednesday, Apl'il 15-.izers.
huskers Two Years Ago. Meet Indicates Strength
Last
Meeting
of
Junior
Class
Worlt is still progressing rapidly
Which Will Oppose Arizona.
before
Prom,
12:30,
The
speaker
at
the
student
assemon the 1925 Mirage, The yearbook
Meeting
of
Student
Affairs
Combly
last
Fliday
was
Doctor
Long
of
promises to surpass all previous pubNeb11aska took 80 1-3 points to 36 2-3 for the Lobos in the meet
mittee.
lications by the student body. It has the United States Forestry Service.
FTiday.
Three firsts were taken by New Mexico athletes and a
Thm•stlay,
Ap1•il
111Dean
Mitchell
was
in
charge
of
the
more pages, more pictures, and repclean
sweep
was made in the high jump.
l~l'iday,
April
17assembly
and
introduced
Dctor
Long
resents a larger student body than
Bolander, Mulcahy and Stortz and Rhodes of Nebrasl<a unable to
Dr.
James
R.
Scott
at
Assembly,
the
Kentucky
Harmonizers,
and
previous bool<s,
were the on tstanding performers place. This Is Stortz' beat leap and
Junior-Senior Prom,
The staff expects to haYe the book
Doctor Long spoke on the diseases
for the Lobos, Bolander and Mulcalty demonstrates that he is likely to
ready for delivery about May 15. It peculiar to forests. These diseases Siltur<lay, Apt•il 18tying for the honor of being third make a good marlt in the Arizona
was first planned to distribute the are very numerous, but Doctor Long J.........:'--------------1 high point man in the meet, with meet, Russell is also improving rapMirages about May 1, but arrange- divided them into several projects.
nine points each. Stortz made 7 1-3 idly, Both of these men might have
ments could not be made to have In the first project he dwelt on the
BULLETIN PREPARED
points and was kept from making gone higher had it been necessary to
them printed and bound in time.
elimination of .slash by the pile, scatFOR EMPLOYERS
10 1-3 for high points In the meet win.
An account of the Nebraska traclt te1· and pnl! methods, All the timonly by a bit of bad luck when he
Mulcahy's throw of 11~ feet 1
meet will appear in the annual, as ber that is now being c.ut is virgin
A small pamphlet containing a !mocked over too many liigll hurdles inch in the discus was his best of
will also other l'ecent events which timber and we should spend much partial list of seniors who will re- and was disqualified after pushing the year. He will probably get close
deserve a place In the permanent rec- time ~n tile preservation of the new celve degrees in June has been pre~ Weir of Nebraslm to win first.
to the southwestern record of 127
ord of the student body, 'l'he staff, growth of timber. The heart I'Ot, pared by the University office. The
Bolander earned his points by tak- feet 4 inches by the end of the season.
under the able management ·Of Paul gambol oalt and self pruning of yel- qualifications of the students am! ing first in the javelin throw, second
Bolander, with a throw of 161 feet
Fickinger, managing editor, has done low pine were the other projects that their major and minor studies are in the broad jump and third In the 6 in ehes In the javelin, added fifteen
a great deal of work to make the Doctor Long mentioned, Doctor Long given and their preference In regard half mile, He flung the spear 161 feet to his best distance of last year,
MIRAGE creditable to the University, stressed the great importance of the to worlt when they leave college,
feet 6 inches, ten feet farther than Hitl1erto this event has not been inThe business department of the book tie industry and told of the new prepThe object of the list is to p1·esent the best throw of Almy of Nebmsl<a, eluded !n the list of events in the
has been directed by Wiley Price. aration that has been perfected, con- to prospective employers the names who tool< second.
Arizona-New Mexico meets. It may
The ad selling and collecting has slating of oil and zinc chloride emul- of the graduates who will be in
Mulcahy won the discus event with possibly be added this year.
been handled well. He has had the sion which will revolutionize this in- search of positions after the close of a throw of 119 feet 1 inch toolt secLocke turned in a couple of good
assistance of several students who dustry,
school. The names of the seniors ong in the high hurdles a~cl third in performances in the dashes, winning
In closing Doctor Long said that are not printed, only the initials. Stu- the high jump,
have served as heelers and collectors.
.
tile hundred in 10 flat an~ the 220
Miss Sallie Bowman has headed the to p1·eserve our national forest.s we dent activities and honors and such
Stortz tied with Russell for first in 21 9-10. ~o did. not extend himeditorial department. The writing must first prevent disease in forests other information M would be of In- in the high jump at 5 feet 8 1_2 self to the llmtt in mther race.
and arrangement of material has and If It is already there, we must terest to employers is given. Quite inches, tied with Elder of New MexReese, Crites, Scllerrlc~ and He!J!.
been al!-d still is a goodly task.
cure it.
a number of th~ caudidates express- ico and Gleasc::1 of Nebraska for sec- !mocked off a fast halt nule relay IJ!.
ed a desire to become teachers ·
THE IIARl\IONIZERS
on d 1n t h e po1e van It an d won thl· r d 1 minute 32 2-5 seconds, defeating
· th
dl
Porter, McCulloh, Hoskins and Miser
FORMER U. N. M. STUDENT
The second part of the program
m e 1ow 1mr es.
by a b ou t 40 yar d s.
IN WASHINGTON SOCIETY consisted of vocal selections by the CHEM LAB CLASSES
Weir, all-American tackle, and
Weir clipped two-fifths of a secKen tuclty Harmonizers.
VISIT GAS PLANT Locke, premiet· sprinter of the middle ond off the southwestern high hurdle
Among the invited guests at the
1. Standing in the Need of Prayer,
west and one of the greatest das!1 record held by White of New Maxirecent receptions given at the White
2. Roll, Jo1·dan, Roll.
Last week both laboratory sections men In. the United States, tied for co and Converse of Arizona,
House by President and Mrs. Cool3. Oh, Dem Golden Slippers.
of Chemistry II made inspection trips blgh point honors with ten each.
Locke lmocl<ed a tenth of a second
Idge for the State Department antl
4. Gone Where the Good Darldes to, and through, the gas plant of the Weir won both hurdle races and I off the 220 record of 22 flat held by
tile Army and Navy people was a Go.
Albuquerque Gas and Electric Com- Loclte took both dashes.
Hale of New Mexico.
former U. N. :M. student-Nola Keen.
5. Carry Me Back to Ole Virginny. pany. Cars were furnished by memThe high hurdle race produced tlte
Krimelmeyer bettered the shotput
She is the wife of Capt. 1\felvin Pren·
6. I Want to Be Ready,
bers of the class and by Mr. Kiecll sensation of the day. Stortz and record of 40 feet G 1-4 Inches, held
tice an officer In the late world war,
7. Old Blaclt Joe.
and Dr. Clark.
Mulcahy of the Lobos ran Weir rag- by Carptenter of Arizona, by 13
no'~ practicing law ·in Washington.
T·he "Harmonizers," consisting of
ged all the way an~ finlsMd a stride inches.
Mrs, Prentice is very popular four maids from Dixie, proved to be
Rhodes jumped three-fourths of
Absent-minded prof in history behind him, Stortz overtaking Mulamong tile younger set. She Is prom- excellent entertainment and for tbe
cahy in the sprint at the stretch and I an inch farther than the broad jump
Inent in university circles, and be- first lime this yea~ the students ap- class-"Those students who are ab- beating ltim out by a foot. Popelar record of 21 feet 6 3-4 inches held
longs to several University clubs. She plauded till well after the usual clos- sent can come up and give me their of Nebraslta finished fourth and by Harrington of New Mexico In the
is secretary of the Washington chap- ing time.
names as I haven't time io take the Reese lost his stride and did not Nebraska meet two years ago,
to of Alpha Cb.i Omega, and Is a talroll today,
finish, Stortz was disqualified for
Two years ago Nebraska defeated
ented singer.
knocking over too many hurdles, the Lobos, 107 to 15, with a conWE WONDER
. - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - ; however, which knocked him out of isiderably wealter team than the Cornthree points that would have made 'huslters have today,
Wbo Letitia's and Nila's publicity
THE FRESHMAN LOBO
him high point man in the meet. This
weather conditions were ideal for
agent is.
gave
Mulcahy
second
and
moved
the
meet, with the warmest day this
Why tile ancient custom o! "hangAs Is indicated by the color of
Popelar
up
to
third
place.
Weir's
spring
and a· light breeze blowing.
ing the brass" is becoming so pop- this type, the Freshman class is
of
a
secThe
Nebraska team left Friday
time
was
16
flat,
two-fifths
responsible for tb.is issue of the
At noon next Wednesday will ular?
ond
under
the
southwestern
record.
night
for
Boulder to meet the UniWhy so many Arid History papers Lobo. A great amount of enthusbe the last meeting of the junior
Webb,
Lobo
hurdler
who
was
ruled
varsity
of
Colorado this afternoon.
iasm was manifested by quite a
class before the prom on Friday, read practically the same,
of
low
grades
two
Summary:
ineligible
because
Why there's such a flurr)' when Jo number of the Freshmen. WilBe there and help put the finish100 yard dash-Locke, N: Rein,
and V:irginia make their debut with liam Flynn and Daniel Macpher- days before the meet, has been beating touches on the affair. The
ing
both
Stortz
and
Mulcahy
in
pracN;
Daily, N. Time, 10 seconds.
son are the editors. Those who
class needs tile help of every mem- a Pacl{ard roadster.
and
might
possiblY
have
defeatMile
run-Cohen, N; Hayes, N;
tice,
,Why Dud's always raving about contributed to this issulil are Donber.
ed
Weir.
Lawson,
N, and Zimmerman, N; tied
that girl of his.
ald Crosno, Maude Crosno, WilStortz
Don't forget t11e meeting-Wedand
Russell
tied
for
first
for
third.
Time, 4 minutes, 58 secWe also wonder if this'll get by liam Glass, Howard Heyn, John
nesday, 12:30, in Room 26, Ad· the censors.
in the high jump at 5 feet 8 1-2 ,------------~
Shaw, Jerry Miser,
ministration Building. Be there,
inches, with Mulcahy taking third
The fact that the Nebt•aska
r. o. u.
tracl< meet came on a day wbeu
"Tile Prince is a skillful conjuror," classes were e.:cuscd ' \'as
said that Lora was the moat beauti- never, never forget her, even If h e
• due to
.
1
p
·
Tr
sa
'
d
a
lady
of
the
court,
'!but
I
doubt
d
1
f
tile
Col'llhusl<er
1
FAIRY STORY
rur girl Jn the kingdom. Being very lost his memory en t 1re Y·
rmce nathe sc1te u e o
WRITTEN FOR
polite, she did not contradict them zooltie ordered the servants about In if he could match Prince :Z:In-Zin, the team. The date for the meet was
at all.
a stern mamter, to show that he was Wizard."
fit•st set fot• Tuesday, then Thurs•
FROSH ISSUE
one
day
he
order
At
these
words
a
loud
lmoclt
was
ila",
nnd then Fdday. It was not
·
P
d
i
d
'J
..
A bray ~~ youth named Count Valor n ee aR rmce,
1 c 001t to bring him a heard at the door of the palace. An
tho intention of tbe Athletic Coun•
1'n Jove with the Princess, bnt she ed the oya
John Shaw, a fresltman, wrote for ' ·•as
'
t d 11
rlf When he failed to old man entered the room; he wore c1'1 to schedule the meet on Good
reated
him quite coldly, She had roas e 1 ppog ·
the freshman issue a story, part of t
et
the
hippogrif
meat, Kazoolde ex- a yeilow robe and a purple beard.
Fl'iday, a Unive••sity llollday,
g
lting
ne but a
which Is printed below. Due to the resolved to marry no o
' plodM several fire-crackers under
"That is Prince Zin-:Z:in, the Wlz- L--~------------'
day it was
onds.
Iengt11 of the tale, it bad to be dl· or at least a Prince. ~ One
had' come from the cook's feet.
ard," cried Kazoolde. "Run for your
vided, The rest of the adventure will learned that a Prine c
h'
• pon
220 yard dash-Loclte, N; ScherWhile visiting at the palace Prince lives, or lie will worl< 1S mag1c n
. ar distant l•nd, ill orde!' to see
appear in the next Issue of the L'obo. a f
~
f
tl room rich, N,· Miser, N. M. Time, 21 9•10
the Princess. Lora was excited as Kazoolde entertained the Princess you!" Er~eryone ran rom 1e
•
'f she had gotten a new compact from and her friends by doing some magic while Prince Kazookle hustled the sec:;ods;ard hurdles--Weir, N: Mul·
~HE PRINOESS AND THE PUZZLE 1
.
lie . t•etended to be qttite tricks. He waved his hand over a old man out of the palace,
P
Fat•, far away from our own coun• Paris
, t' ,butt sd The
Prince's name was beattt!ful red rose, and turned It InThe next morn 1ng th e ma id s of the· cahy, N. M.: Popelar, N, Time, 16
try there Is a ltlngdom of which. yon umn etas e •
bb
Princess tonnd the royal bedroom to seconds.
Kazoolde
to a ca age,
h
i
uld
440 yard dash-Crites, N; Beckh~tvo never lteard. Not long ago the
'
·
"
r
he
isl"
exclaimed
the
be quite empty. T e Pr ncess co
1
old Iring of that land died and all
She soon received n visit from the
How c eve
·
not be found anywhere. A careful ord, N: Lewis, N. Time, 52 4-5 secof his subjects were very sorry, be- mysterious Prince ICazoolde, who maids.
ti 1 ,, •dded the soarch was made, In which Count onds.
prac
ca then
' ~ had the valor and Prince Kazoo ki e engage d·
Discus throw-Mulcahy, N. M.:
cattse he had not died sooner. The proved to be f a ir 1"
' handsome 'and
,."AndMihow
ter
who
1
lciug lett an only child, the Princess quite clever in bls speeches. He told Pume
n s d 'for the dinner of the
(Continued on page 4.)
Lora, who was to become Queen as the Pt·lncess that she was too beau- cabbage cooke
{Continued next issue)
soon as she was ot age. iilveryone ttful to be true, and that he would P1•incess.

·ts.
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NEW MEX I C0 .L0 B0 New Mexico Campus Styles Not So
ALnUQUERQUE, _NEW
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Reformet•s, educators, journalists
and novelists have been busy tot• a
Subscription Price, $1.00 a year in advance.
long time trying to decide how a college student clothes the interior of
.
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men have adopted blue denim trousers as their official wearing appar
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SPRING, YAWNS, WIND, ETC.!

_Spring, the season of wind and raving poets, is
with us. Spring, the back door of winter and the
front door of summer, is ushered in, accompanied
by musical yawns, and drummecl out to the tune of
sneezes. Day by day the hours grow longer and
longer, and day by day we feel ourselves being overcome by the fictitious epidemic of yawning. Yawning as to spring as red spots are to measles, and as
a swollen face is to mumps. Spring marks the
doom of the dealer of coal, and the maker of overshoes, but brings joy to the hearts of the public in
general. To some spring means stmshine and happiness, to others it means sulphur and molasses; to·
us in college, it should be the season of opportunity.
We should use a little Coueism and blast this theory
of spring fever. '!'hen spring would be the season
of diligent work instead of the season of yawns.

With a bang-but he never uses anything such as sla!Jg, I ain't feedin'
slang u~e1·a. any fish food or giving
t.hem any stars for their crown when
I say t}lat ~lang can be used with
some in tell!gence. Few of the slang
gushel'S eVe!' land 1\nyt)ling 'With
their gaff, and dear old Shakespeare's vocal misusage isn't recognl~
ed by 'Harper Bazaat•' or 'Life.'
But let me hand It to the freshman. I£ lie vocalized slang, he'd do
it up Green.

Bad, Read What These Wear.

Publlshed every Friday throughout the college year by
the students of the State University of New Mexico.

By the Nosey Ft•cshmnn and Guiot
CHAPTER ONE
'Twas in the chemistry laboratory
on a warm April day when Satanicus,
feeling adverse to the pursuance o!
his studies on account of a malady
known as spring fever, and being In
somewhat of a hilarious mood from
inhaling an over-sufficiency of laughing gas, fell to crystal gazing at that
inexhaustible store of wisdom and
f.olly, the William Glass, invented by
the notorious personage of that name
to enable chemistry students to more
easily derive the formnlae for explosives. Of a sudden, at the mercy
of an irresistible force of four dl-

l!alf of the me!l on the campus go
in for the latest, loudest In ties,
soc its, etc., 'while the other half are
conservative and wear clothes of less
audible colors.

The mo~ti honorable C.AW has kindly consented
to devote h1s column to the use of the Freshme
Notice the poetical strain ; and our attempt to b~
funny. If you get the headache, we would reco .
ment Prof. Idioticum 's brain tablets Well h mgoes:
·
• ere

Univet•slty of Wnsblugt.on-A rage
for masculine clothing has possessed
the girls of the University of Washington, It orlginated.with the advent
of the shingle bob which exposed
!I
>II
•
•
many necks to the Washington
weather and necessitated the wearThe cows are in the meadow
ing of men's shirts, checkered flanThe sheep are in the grass; '
nel ones prefet·red. Then fOllowed
But all the simple little geese
a crime wave in which the girls
Are in the Freshman class.
"borrowed" from their boy friends
Of course, the word Sophomore, Junior or Seneverything from "bow ties to knit .
ties, spottl3d neclc wear to those Ior could equally well replace the word Freshma
but to be on the safe side, we've decided to pres~~
'pash' turkey red affairs."
the-w kat shall we call it Y Oh, yes, the lie--~s •
jngator of Gaul, taking his commen- given,
• • * •
taries to press. After humbly offer!ng his assi~tance, the manuscripts
What is a kiss y Here's our vers1on of the
were soon disposed of, 11nd Caesar· thing :, .
took Satanicus to his apartments,
.A kiss is a peculiar proposition.
Portia.
forty-three stories above
Of no use to one1 y~t absolute bliss to two.
Boulevard, where they sat and conThe small boy gets 1t for nothing, Oh, that I
were small!
versed over their cocktails and W.e bThe
young man has to steal it.
sters. · Soon the conversation took a
The old man has to buy it.
commercial trend, and Caesar began
The baby's right.
discoursing upon the difficulties he
The lover's privilege.
encountered when on a campaign to
The .hypocrite's mask.
To a young girl-Faith.
collect his rents. At this point, SaTo a married woman-Hope.
tanicus, his egotism getting the betTo an old maid-Charity.
ter of his self control, ventnred to

*

• • • •

make a suggestion, and no soonet·
was it done than it was regretted,
for in a trice he was thrust Into the
freight elevator and rushed to the
cellar, where he encountered Vol-

TOO GOOD TO BE TRUE
'Twas the night before exams,
When all thru the frat,
Not a creature was stirring,
No, not even Sir Pat.

::i~:;;nf~o~u~is ~~:for~::le ~:~ft~:~

stead worltlng over his private still,
on the radiator, and carried into tho and Farley stirring a. great cauldron
rare spaces o~ the upper atmosphere. of bubbling, bolling hops and barley.

OIIAPTEB FOUR
CHAPTER TWO
.Down, down, down he was hurled.
Turning in utter amazement to
Opening his eyes he found himself on Volstead, Satanicus was about to ask
COOPERATION
the coast of Greece, walking toward a very reasonable and just question
a small town in which tile army had
.
'
encamped. Tile road ahead lay un- when the SubJugator of America,
The administration of the present student body revealed, and he did not dare look seized by a sudden fit of rage,
officers will soon close. Their period at the head behind. Grotesque trees moved sud- screamed aloud, and thrust him inof the .Associated Students has been one of progress denly, and whispered as he passed: to the flask of bubbling and boiling
and forward strides. At the time of their election the lazy mist thickened ahead, and !tops and barley, 'rhump, thump,
he found Mmself creeping through
the student body was much smaller in size. Their the
fog, unable to stop, drawn on by thump. Satanicus heard a constant
rule has seen a phenomenal growth in numbers. It some unknown force and not daring dull thudding, gt·owing louder and
has also witnessed one of the most successful of to attempt a retreat. ' Miles and miles t louder each instant. Upon turning
athletic seasons. 1\Iany other phases could be men- of smooth grey road swept past be- about and descending from the grape
neath him, and countless fence-posts vine in which he had been resting,
tioned.
were dimly seen to flash by, A sud- he beheld a great cloud of dust. A
The new officers will talte over their positions den brllliance smote his glazed eyes, feeble old man was running swiftly
with everything favo1•able. All the progress of the as the sun reflected through a thou- toward him, casting frequently over
past year will have acldecl to the strength of the sand swords of Alexander's body- his shoulder frightened glances. The
guard. Somewhere in the dim screen drumming was caused by a heavy
student body, and the coming administration will
of the hooding forest a voice jabber- butter-tub that he dragged behind
have to be a go-getter to exceed the last. The very ed at him. Still drawn onward, Sa- him, and on his cap was an improved
fact that the student body has advanced and set tanlcus could not utter a sound; a miners' safety lamp, which cast an
certain standards will make it necessary for the vague fear clutched his heart, bnt he irredescent gleam in ali directions.
next officers to maintain, or, better, to exceed the could not stop. · A royal guard step- Satanlcus looked ln. vain for a speed
ped about him and escorted him to cop, and then halted the old man til
achievements of the past year.
the kitchens of the Palace, where inquire the need of such a degree of
We believe the new officers to be well able to Alexander was eating ham and gin- speed. Diogenes, for this old man
handle the jobs and we are confident they will do ger cookies and the cook's small child was no other, turned and pointed becrawled under the table after the hind him, for he was breathing with
as well as have our past officers. However, they r·oyal tomcat.
too great difficulty to speak. Seven
cannot do this unassisted. The students will have
armored knights with wooden swords
OIIAPTER THREE
to back them and help when possible in building up
were descending from a high powSatanicus,
now
feeling
a
peculiar
ered
sedan as it screeched to a stop
the University. Don't knock. Whenever you have
peace
o~ mind and enjoyment at hav· beside our dazed hero. The leader
a chance, help the officers. The officers are the
lug evaded the spell of the strange of t11e band swore a ronnd sailor's
designated leaders of the students, but the student force, heartily set to eating a meal oath, and said, "Foiled again, boys."
body as a whole will benefit or lose by their admin- of sack-cloth and ashes, when of a He then turned, and IDJ an apolopetlc
istration. If every student does all in his power to sudden, the terrified tomcat did over-1 manner explained to Satanicus that
make the next year count in tho upbuilding of U. turn the chair upon which he was he was King.Arthur, and that he had
seated, and Satanicus was immed' mistaken Dlogenes' butter tub for
N. :M., there is no doubt as to the outcome.
lately whisked to lands unknown, the Holy Grail.
and when the roar of his swift pas' CHAPTER FIVE
sage had ceased, he found himself
Satanicus now turned and fled
perched upon the Tower of Eiffel.
1\IORE STUDENTS
Unconscious of his actions, he slowly from the scene, and found himsolf In
descended and boarding a passing tile laboratory of Dr, Clarlt, who was
tramcar and having deposited seven worltlng furiously over him with
Have you chosen some high school student to cents in the fare box, he waa lurch- oxygen tanks and saturated cloths.
take your place at U. N. M. when you leave? Do ingly transported to the camp of the Thinking this but another trick of
you know that colleges from other states are always Subjngator of Gaul. Two blocks af- that insane, diabolical, unknown
attempting to enroll the leaders in our New Mexico ter having rung the bell, he climbed power, he screamed aloud, and 'twas
from the window, and when once with no little effort that he' wss flhigh schools t
again upon terra firma, he was glad nally silenced, a.ud only then when
We· must work eonsistently to have all possible at heart to have escaped the pres- straddled by the mighty and altltudence of the motorman, whom he rec· inous form of tile lofty lab !nstruc·
of the graduates of New Mexico high schools at the ognized as Eli Whitney. Disentang- tor. When sufficiently q1lieted, he
State University. This action will involve us all ling himself from ties, cinders 11nd was told that he had inhaled some
when we are home during the summer. Get ac- cotton strands, he rushed to the atl.fe- arsenic trioxide which had been left
quainted with prospective college students and per- ty to recollect his scattered thoughts. on the William Glass to dry, and had
suade them to go to their own State University. This trpon turning about, he was amazed been rendered insensible by it. Sato see before him a great sign which tanlcus, glad at heart to be so mlracis the only way a proper school spirit will be built
covered an entire city block, and ulously delivered front this. peculiar
up to place U. N. M. on the map as a large univer- gracefully dodging a. tank, he rushed power, went happily to work distilsity. Prospective students cannot be expected to across the street in order that he ling nitroglycerine tn an electric furhave much interest in our university if we do not might better see tile sign. While nace, 11nd under cover of darknesEJ he
reading, he was accosted bY a man shattered the William Gl11ss that very
have an interest and talk about it ourselves.
pushing a wheel-barrow, whom he night, and was never annoyed by Its
Bring back another student next fall!
recognized at once as Caesar, the Sub- strange influence again.

We all sat there I'eacling,
It looked like strife,
What was the excitement Y
Exams, no, ''Life.''
But in the next dwelling
All absorbed in thot,
There sat the professor,
Quite furored and hot.
TJmt questions he must have
He knew quite well,
What could he ask them,
He knew not, oh, - - .
He worked and he struggled
Thruout that whole night,
And didn't turn in,
'Till was quite ncar light.
.And then he did snore,
He slept very fast;
But awakening he found,
'!'hat exam clay was past.
So what did he do,
The very next day,
He gave each and all,
A beautiful, big red

".A.."

• •
We'd say that Otto and Charley are the two best
hack drivel'S in the state. What would you say f

• • •
A new rumor exists. What 7 That l<~bner is
ineligible in the beauty contest. Why Y Because
of an excessive protrusive protraction on the continental contour. Shall we sustain it? No, boys, nol

• • •
COULD YOU IMAGINEIl-L Easterday in hiking brecehes tramping up
East Silver to an 8 :00 classY
Al Graham making the resolution never to speak
to a girl again Y
C. Russell in kniekerbockers?

"Peggy Paige.,
Dresses

Being Well Dressed is Better than
Merely Being in Style!
There's a certain satisfaction in being in style, but there's
far greater satisfaction in knowing you're well dressed-that
you are wearing styles artistically and skillfully conceived
frocks styled for your particular type.
Among the new frocks we are offering you this Spring is
an attractive group created by the famous Peggy Paige of New
York and Paris. They are not merely new styles, but new
styles presented in the newest of fabrics, by well known de·
.
signers.
There's a frock for every hour in the day and there's a color
and style especially for you I Come in and select your frock,
and again this season enjoy the satisfaction that comes from
knowing you are well dressed ..
We have just unpacked the. largest and most complete stock
of Evening Gowns in the City. Just the right gown for the
''Prom," and so reasonably priced at $18.50 to $35.00.

tions"?

3. Who were the two leading contestants in the
Spanish-American War.?

4. Give proof that Napoleon died.
5. Do you want an 1 'A'' 7 Explain.

•

•

Jerry: Say, Billy, where did you get that
bump on your head ?
, Billy : I was thinking about that problem and
an 1dea struclt me.

DAVID H. LEWIS, M. D.
Practice Limited
to the Eye
502 First Nat'! Bank Bldg.
HouR•• a ~o tz. a "ro •

i~S~U~ND~A~Y~o~:S~TO~t~A~ND~B~Y~A~PP~O~I~NT~M~E~N~T~

JUST RECEIVED
Some very new
styles in Young
Men's Suits. These
are of Scotch materia)s and very beautiful patterns. They
are not freakish, but
full of style.

Tile Freshman sighed peacefully
aud was enjoying Ills seat on the
sunny side of the 'Va.t·sity Shop to
the greatest degree. Two cats, one
with a great deal of static in its alto
voice had disturbed him sufficiently
the night before so that he felt that
he must make up tor it, or he would
probably. di~grace himself in the
English class. A t•ed car swirled
around the corner on two wheels, "to
save tires,'' said the Freshman, and
squeaked luxuriously, halting at a
difficult angle with one wheel on the
nE!west tennis court. "Hum- even
the precocious freshmen are trying
to give the impression of irresponsibility and recklessness," lazily thot
the Freshman. "Most people go tllru
lite trying to show off one way or
another. Everybody lil<es the show;
no one lil<es to be shown.'' By this
time two college favol"ites had strolled out of the Shop and were swaggering across the still vacant campus. The Oh Henry's ·that they held
were smuggled with splotches of red
at the edge of the place whet•e they
had been bitten, No sooner had the
Freshman annihilated this thing from
his mind, leaving it in a much better condition-entirely empty-than
some more energetic muse in
Shop began to. chant:
"Oh to be in England now-"

The Very Thing for the
Young Man Who. Dresses
Well.

EUB.ANK'S

~~~~=~~~~~~~~~

_:

THINGS UPPER CLASSI\IEN
SHOULD JI:NOW
Why Marcella R. cut her hair,
Why Ronald G. did not go
strong in debate.
3. Why Franlrl!n C. has never ·
giggled at assembly,
4. How tile freshmen stand In
CAW's beanty contest.
6. Why freshmen hang around
the 'Varsity Shop without any money.
6. Why Jiggs doesn't drive that
Ford any more.
7. Why trembling freshmen are
not good orators.
1.
2.

"Who wants to be in England,"
thought the Freshman, "Dr. Hubbell
8. Why Will G. doesn'.t write for
says they pronounce 'rise' with
the LOBO.
.
bard c and say 'shop' for 'store' and
9. Why Clyde C. uses witch hazel
live In fog-soaked old brick build- on his eyebrows.
lugs and-''
10. Who the Nosey Frl3shman is.
13. Why the ft·eshman LOBO is"Oh, to be in England that the
sue
comes near the first of April.
April's there," the sanctions voice
again floated out of the window.
. PROTECTION.
"Well," considered the Ft·oshman
sleepJly, "It's probably April in Tur"1\Ia," said a newspaperman's son,
key and Ireland and Hungary, too,
"I !mow why editors call themselves
for ali that matters."
'we.' ''

"Oh to be In Eng-" E'er the
"Why?"
disciple of Br!'wnlng could recite any
"So's the man that doesn't like tile
further, the ever watchful Sh?P- article will think there are too many
keeper, fearing that a prospective for him to llclc."-Ex.
"HOME OF PEGGY PAIGE"
shop customer might be discouraged --------------~
from entering, had pounced upon the
Next to Matson's Book Store
210 W. Central Avenue
poet and thrust him struggling from
the shop. By the Varsity Shop's
radium alarm clock seven and a half
minutes of qniet rest elapsed. Two
SLANG
morrow?
GEOLOGICAL EXPRESSIONS
jubilant tennis players bungled noisiI've read it but I've forgotten
ly by. "I swiped Oswald's racket,
I have seen freshmen called clack- but I guess he will raise one before
Aw, give us a review for Wednes- what it said,
day and our test Friday.
ers, and compared to furl!es, and I get back."
What period are we studying?
Ophecadantinopoda, or however
even some have dared to call them
E'er the harassed Freshman conld
you say It, was found in limestone or
dolts, but I have yet to cast my peep- close ills weary eyes, the excitable
quartz roclt. l am not sure which.
ONE THING HE KNEW.
ers upon tile chestnut that has the editor of this issue pounced upon
This map Is all mixed up,
courage to say that a freshman uses him for his contribution, Slipping
Sneeze and then you can say the
Well, here I am, but I'll tell the slang. Such a person would be as quietly Into sleep the Freshman
name of it,
world I had a terrible time getting far off the traclc as the City Rattlers searched his tir~d b1·ain in vain for
EASTER
When you get one of these fossils here. I lost my way. I left Wichita. ever were.
a deadly pun, but he could think of
drawn, it always looks like someone for Ottawa early this morning and
nothing better than this: "It is reSHOWING
after going a long time I realized
What a freshman does, he does ported that the only use for pens in
you know.
the 'Pipe and Pen' club is to clean
May I hand my notebook In to- that I had missed the trail. I drove
We are now showLizzie up to a farm house and met a
CO. the pipes with."
ing all the new
boy who was apparently very bashST~-'-.~~
~~~~~~~
ful.
1
asked
him:
SUNSHINE
113 'V. Gold Ave.
PhnDe '158
"Which Is the day to Ottawa, my
"It's a Cain's Pump"
BARBER SHOP
PHONOGRAPHS AND RECORDS
EASTER
boy?"
OFFICE AND FILING E(lU'IPMiilNT
None But Expert
PATTERNS
He grinned and said, "I-1 don't
Hair Cutters Employed
•"!!ECTIONAL DOOKOASEI
ltnovt.''
106 S. Socond Stroot

B. Marcus

_.a..,._

that go w i t h that
new spring outfit.

I asked him, "Which way to To-. ...~..._,.., -··_ _ _ .. .. ,. .. • - -

AN IDEAL HISTORY TEST

1. When did the War of 1812 occur 1
2. Who wrote .Adam Smith's "Wealth o£ Na-

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

THE NOSEY FRESHMAN SAYS:

• •
(It is hoped :future tests will £ollow this model.)
Answer the following questions indefinitely,
never mind being brief, use text books occasionally
for reference if necessary.
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TENNIS
SuPPLIES
RAABE &
MAUGER
HARDWARE CO.
First and Copper
Phone 305

pelm, then?"
Again he grinned and said, "I-I
don't !mow."
"Well,'' I asked, "can you tell me
how to get baclt to Wichita?"
He shoolt his head. "I-I don't
know."
That was the limit 'and I could not
resist aslting: "Say, you don't seem
to know a darn thing, do you?"
"No,'' he gl'lnned, "but I ain't
lost!"

Buy Your
Dry Goods and
Ready-to Wear
at the Growing· Store

~~
Phone 283
_._,._,.

--

PARAMOUNT'S FAMOUS FORTY
NOW SHOWING REGULARLY

SUNSHINE THEATRE

PATENT VAMP WITH GRAY BACK

In every of these Brown
Bilt dainty Pmnps you'll
find that ,air of difference

New Slonde Satins, Two
Tones, Patents, and a Com·
plete Line ~f White in
Strap, Bows and Pump
Effects.

you long for.
ALL TH£ NEW, DESIRA·
Bl.JE SHADES IN HOSE,
SILK AND CHIFFON
Also All Sorts of Sport Hose

Florsheim Shoes
for Men•.

CAIN'S
Albuquerque's Better

Shoe Store

r

.. ·.
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P1:45e Four
IN OTHER WORDS, "NO TRES•
PASSING,"

,1\.ll the school's a s}age

1

I

And all the tresh!es stage hands.
•
•.

-

Allen's

Sh Sh
oe op

I

Boots, Shoes and
Shoe Repairing
VARSITY SHOP • Agent
Ph
SOB W. Central
one 187-

WHITMAN'S

on a farm in South Gao1·gia is
posted this sign:
''Treaspaser's will be persekuted to
the full extent of 2 mean mongral
dorgs which ain't never been ovarly
soshibll with strangers and 1 d Ubb eI
barelt shotgun which ain't loa de d
with no sofy pillet·s. Dam, if I ain't
tired of this bel rasin on· my property."-Everybody's..
BUT WHY THUS APPEAR?

CHOCOLATES

P ear
In olden days you conld all
. ht
t
0
Out u the porch a mg •
· an d neveM•· fear
In scant attu·e

THE BRIGGS
PHARMACY

About an auto light.
REPARTEE AS SHE ARE PARTED

400 W. Central
Phone 25

. -i

r--··-··~;;;::;··-··l
BUTT'S
DRUG STORE

1
1

WATERl\IAN & CONIUJIN
FOUNTAIN PENS
LEGGETT'S AND
MA.RTHA WASHINGTON
CANDIDS
Try Our
Chlclten Salad Sandwicltes
at Fourth and Central
Store No. 1 at First and Central

A gentleman t•iding with an Irish·
man came in sight of an old gallows,
and to display his wit said:
"Pat, do you see that?"

"To be sUI'S I do," replied Pat.
"A1ld where would you be today i!
the gallows had its due?"
"I'd be riding alone," replied Pat.

•.

NEBRASKA WINS TRACK MEET Walter .Camp.
(Continued frolll page 1·)
.
.
Pospisil, N; Granito, N. M, Distance,
119 feet 1 inch.
High jump-Stortz, N. M., <and
R usse 11• N· M·• tied tor . first; MulN
M
th'
·d
He1ght
5 teet
11
cahy, · ·•
•
'
8 ~-:o lu:~~s.low hurdles-Weir, N;
Y.
N M. Time, 27 1 _5
Ree~e. N, Stortz, ·
sec;: ~\ault-Wirslg, N; Stortz, N.
· Eld
N M and Gleason N tied
M, • ' er, · ·•
'
'
d H · ut 11 feet 6' inches.
for secon ·
etg K' . !meyer N·
Sl10t put t'lme
•
•
N M. Grenko N M DisCreecy, ·feet·'
' '
'
tance
41
7 1 _5 inches.
'
j ump-Rhodes , N., BolanBroad
der, N. M.; Elder, N. M. Distance,
21 feet 7 1-2 inches.
Half mile run-Houderschelt, N,
and Ross, N, tied for first, Bolander,
N. M., third. Time, 2 minutes 9 5-10
secouds.
Javelin throw-Bolander, N. M.;
Almy, N; P.;pelar, N; Distance, 161
feet 1-2 inches.
Half mile relay-Won by Nebraslta
(Reese, Crites, Scherrich, Heinl. 1

1

Walter Camp, "father of football,"
was found dead. of heart disease on
Saturday morning, March 14, at the·
Hotel Belmont, New York, while attending a meeting of the Football
Rules Committee,
I
1880 Camp 'graduated -~Tom
n
•
Yale. While an undergraduate
there
he wa~ recog11ized as the best allaround athlete the college eve1· had
known. U'nt!l 1914 he was asso'elated with the athletic department
at Yale. He suggested the various
changes which h ave f un d.am entally
·
affected the playmg
of f oo tb a11..
• In
1883 he suggested the rule reqmrmg
·
· in th ree dow ns, He
a f1ve-yard
gam
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also proposed the change
. of ten
yards gain in four downs m 19 06.
+~-·-··-·--·-·-·-·-··Perhaps Camp was best known by
his selection. of "all -American" -~
teams, players who were selected for
this team by being the best of the
season in tlteir respective positions.
The New York Herald eulogizes:
·
Dependable
What did he know? In a general
Jewelers
way, it is enough to s~Y he knew
Establi$hed 1883
b f
~;:~::~~u ~:d 7:~ ~~:i:.~:t:.r, G:a~~:
Opposite First Nat'l Ban~-~
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minute 32 3-5 seconds.- Morning and quarter-backs trembled at his ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
Journal.
name. Little did these youths care
whether the President occupied the
THE ENGINEERS BEIDND THE mid-field box, or the Secretary of
WEITGENANT'S
LINES, PARLY VOOI
War, or the Secretary of the Navy.
DRUG STORE
ELINOR GLYN'S
Such dignitaries were lay figures,
Strange are those, beings who, tho perfumery for the spectacle. But
1424 E. Central
"How to Educate
they eat and sleep as we do and are let it be whispered about the dressPhone 1691-W
said to enjoy many of the blessings ing-rooms that Camp, Walter Camp,
·a Wife"
of civilization, are Engineers. They
and
was on the scene, and lmees were
Drugs Cigars
are
not vicious, and se1dom offer to
WILL ROCERS
Candies
attack a man' when they have plenty shaking and lips parched blue with
fear. If the ritual were properly
in
,
to eat, and are a constant source of
Hot and Cold Drinks
THE HOME OF
"Our Congressman
amusement to the students by exe- done, if no punts were fumbled, If
all tackles were clean and hard, If
GOOD EATS
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ cuting their naive caiJers about the
brolten-f!eld running was fast and
We Cater to
the most distinguishing crafty, then Camp might find a new
University Students
half-back for his All-Amel'ica.
·
traits of the Engineer is his habit of
The man fs gone, and he Is a real
RIGHT PRICES
A 1\lountn.p:,,~HF~:!Yt;e1\~~~~.:..m When braying loudly when reference is
NEW ARRIVALS OF
loss.
It
Is
useless
to
nominate
heirs
made
to
any
other
college
(this
has
· 105 W. Central
College Boys'
The the
Townsend
Store, Sstlll
for- a deeper psychological
meaning to his mantle,
merly
Knight's Variety
Confectionery,
Phone 358
Oxfords
serves delicious J?otato Salad on un- which will not be explained later),
in
All
Shades,
Coming In Dall7
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ day
evenings,
their ofad Mcl{.in
still fu'1s
Ln the
Lobo and
because
ey s and thl's self-assertive tendency Is alDARN IT.
ALSO A COl\IPLETJll
diplomacy. H his care of details comes so pronounced in his dealings ·witll
up to his diplomatic statust we wllbl
•
LINE OF HOSIDRY
continue to ho.ve a change of ad, enc, the female of other speCies.
"William," said the Mrs. sleepily,
New lllexlco•s
week
and
not
just
l?otato
Salad.
'Ihats
IVES
a promise.
t it..
In some classes, the Engineers are "Isn't that the baby crying?"
Leading Shoe Store
111
"It we haven't it we w
ge .
allowed to mingle with the Un!verG REENHOUSES
"Well," retorted William grumpPARIS
TO,VNSEND VARIETY STORE,
sity students; a professor frequently
CUT FLOWERS, CORSAGE
ONE AND ONE·HALF BLOCKS
I
ily, feeling in the darkness for Ills
SHOE STORE
FROM cAMPus
-Aov. gratifies them highly when, ment onBOUQUETS, PLANTS OF
slippers, "it Isn't me."
Opp.
Y, l\1, C, A,
Phone 29..1
ALL KINDS
~;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;~;;;;;;~ ing horse powet; or sewer pipe, he
f:
will say, "Those of you who are anSAYINGS
GreenhoU3ea Display
gineers could doubtless explain all
this more accurately than 1." But
Uptown:
AGENCY FOR
•
that is never necessary, and they are
'Tis wise upper classmen that know
The Bee Barber Shop
Flower Shoppe
WHITMAN'S CANDI!ES
never asked to explain the appl!ca- their own freshmen.
103 S, Second Street
216 W. Central
Phone 732
113 w. Central
Phone 788
tion.
Workmanship the Best
Blow! Blow! thou sand storm wind
Wl\1, l\1. TWIGGS, Prop.
Theywell
are fed
always
good spirits
--when
andInhumored
about
Thou art not so unkind as Upper
Itheir devilish mechanical knowledge. Classmen,
A scientific man once captured one
HIGHEST QUALITY OF
and succeeded in taming him to such
To pass or not pass-that Is the
RENT A CAR
LAUNDRY WORK
an extent that he could be permitted
question.
All
1924 Models
.to live In the house and appeared
Men's sw·ts Cleaned
Cars Delivered
quite normal except for a marked
and Pressed
predeteetion for teatller, -woolens and
Phone BOIJ
115 N. Tbi!•d
One Dollato:
wide brims in his clothes.
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COMPLETE OUTFITTERS FOR
UNIVERSITY MEN AND WOMEN

A

S New Mexico's largest department store, we invite

University men and women to use freely the many
facilities we have provided for their comfortable and
economical shopping,

ROSENWALD'S
Cerrillos Hard and
· Soft Coal
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Gallup. Soft Coal
Lune, Coke

HAHN COAL COM.PANY

1Mill Wood

PHONE 91
Kindling

•
·

Stove Wood
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vent
thethat
species
from
becoming
extinct as
wcmld
be too
bad.
IT OFTEN BECOMES HOT AIR,
THOUGH.

RADIO RECEIVING SETS-FEDERAL AND

't, · '

I

"

"

'

R. C. A.

CARDS

for
ALL
OCCASIONS
Hanna & Hanna

given
reply to
byaa man
IJarty
who,
of Americans,
when one oftoolt
the
exception to French IJOliteness.
"There is nothing In It but wind,"
he said with questionable taste.
"Neither is there anything but
wind in a pneumatic tire," retorted
the gallant Marshal, "yet It eases the
jolts along life's highway wonderfully."-The Argonaut.
TILE STORlt'S UNDERSTANDING

"Why does a stork stand on one
foot?"
Freah-"I'Il bite, why does he?"
Soph-''lf he'd lift the other foot,
he'd fall down."
!\lUST HAVE BEEN,
Judge: "What brougllt you here?"
Prisoner: "Two IJO!icemen.''
Judge: "Drunk, I suppose."
Prisoner: "Yes, both of them."

SHE

will expect a Corsage
for Easter. Same can

.

be obtained from

$3.00 up
Also Cut Flowers and Potted
Planta of Every Kind
and Hue

THE F'RANCIBCAN
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Roland Sauer & Co.
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EVERSHARP
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$25.00, $30.00, $35.00
BOOTH & SPITZMESSER
South Second Street
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While on his recent visit to
country, Marshal Foell made a. witty

ARNO HONING ELECTRICAL CO.
Electrical Supplies
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B. and M. Driverless Car Co.

The students of the University
should take more advantage of their
opportunity to study these mechanics,
1
1and st!lPS should be taken to pre-

Phone 781
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Satisfaction
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DISCOVERY MADE
NEW QUARTERS
BY U. N. M., GRAD. OF K F L R WILL BE
WORTH MILLION'S COMPLETED SOON
Professor Paul Menaul of Okla·
homa Agricultural. College
Makes Discovery Which Will
Net Oklahoma Farmers More
Than Cost of College.
~---·
Some time ago the LOBO printed
au account
the discovery by Profe ssor Paul Menan! of the Oklahoma
Agricultural College which puts forth
a solution to the pt•oblem of destroying gossypol, a poisou which attacks
tt.
d Since the time the proco 01'- see '
cess was discovered, further experilllellts alld est·1mations have been
made and great results hav-e been
• 11 ' d
1
ea ze ·
•
An a1'ticle in the Dallas Morning
News of recent date tells of the value
of the discovery. After trying the
treated product and the untreate d on
rats, Professor Menan! found that the
process of elimination nf the goasypol increases the food value of the
cotton seed products 100 per cent.
A few facts wlll show tile importance
of the calculation:
"Oklahoma produces $20,000,000
worth of cotton seed annually. By
Increasing the ~ood value of the product 100 per cent the feeding value
is increased $20,000,000.

Power of New Station Will Be
Increased Ten Times When
New Equipment Is. Installed.
The construction work on th,e new
radio station is maki1lg rapid prograss, 'rile interior plastbl'l1lg and
concrete floors are nearing completion. 'l'he indepeudent heating IJlant
· t a IIed bY th e r·1rst of th e
wIll b e ms
week. Two buildings will comprise
the new station. One will be used
for tlte studio, and the other will
·
h · 1
·
t
contam th~ mec amca
equtpmen
and the llvmg quarters for the operator.
The station will be ten times more
powerful than the present station,
thereby increasing the number of
radio fans who will be able to receive the entertaining and educationa! programs broa d caste d each
week.
•

NUMBER TWENTY-EIGHT

FRATS TO START
TRACK TEAM TO
ON INTRAMURAL
TRAIN HARD FOR
SPORTS AT ONCE
ARIZONA MEET

WEEKLY PROGRAM
1\lon(lay, Apt•ll 20Student Standing Committee
meets.
Tuesday, April 21·Lecture by President H!ll, "Industrial Surveys."
'Vednesday, Aptil 22Student Affairs Committee
meets.
Thm•sday, Apt'il 23Lectut•e, ''Pavements," by J. S.
Burge o f warren B ro th ers.
l~riilliy, April 24Assembly- cervant~s Day program by El Circulo 'Espanol.
Satm•day, Aprll 25Kappa Sigma Dance,

Playground Ball Starts Monday; Finishing Touches to Be Given
Followed by Horse Shoe and
for Clash with Wildcats. Entire
Tennis Track Meet This Week.
Squad Now Eligible.

Coach Johnson has started oft
With the N.ebrasl<il. meet. an event
Spring Intra-murals with a bang now of h!stot•y now, the Lobo squad Ia
that the Nebraska track meet Is past. turulug its atteutlon to the next dual
'l'h!s week end ·the track meet Is In meet on the program-the annual
full swing, and will be followed by
a 11 orses110e t ournamen t an d th en tussel with Arizona, The city meet
Spring tennis. All these sports will will come before that time, but that
count up towards the winning of the meet is never mot·e tll11.n a practice
big trophy which will be awarded at afta!r. Teams from Menan!, Albutl
d f
tbe end of 16 year, asi e rom cups querqne High, Indian School, and an
being given for each of the events
Included here. The Coach is a grea t All-Star aggt•egation will feature
believer In Intra-murals, for aside along with the Lobos In the grab
from the fact that It occasionally un- for points, with probab!l!ty that a
~Cl~I~!Ciel~ICIOICI~iCIOIC!CIOlO!O!G!OIOlOIOIOI, covers a good athlete for him It di- number of excellent mal·ks Will be
~ ·
K F L R NEWS
verts much of the attention of the made. The experience and pratice
~ Wave Length 254 Meters l!j male portion of the student body
"'
"' from campustry courses an d uses t o gained in
iliOI~IGICICICIOIOICIClOIOICIO!CICIOICICiCIG!O!Cie*
. that meet, as well as tho
better advantage that energy wllicll meet With Nebraska and the IntraEASTER N U M BIERS would otherwise go to ·~queE'n!ng." murals will give the squad ample
GIRLS TAKE TRIP
MADE UP PROGRAM Following Is t~e schedule for the time to get In shape for their old
MOUNTAINS AS
play ground ball.
foes the Wildcats
TO
F R LAST W E E K Monday, Aprll 20- Kappa Sigma '
·
ACTIVITY OF WAA
vs Sigma Chi; Omega Rho vs IndeFor sever!\! years the Lobes have
Appropriate Songs Rendered by pendants.
been good opposition for the Wild·
New Organization Backs Outing
Musicians of Local Church.
Tuesday, April 21- Independents cats, but it loolts now as if the same
vs Pi KaiJpa Alpha; Kappa Sigma vs
Trip for Women Interested in
change
0 mega Rho.
A·
musical
program
consisting
of
. . w!ll come about In traclt as
Athletics, Etc.
Easter selections was sent out over
Wed11esday, Apr!! 22-Kappa S!g- did m football and basketball this
w. A. A. carried out the biggest the air last Saturday evening by the ma vs Independents; Sigma Chi vs year. In other words, the Wildcats
"To the farmers of Oftlahoma this event of Its first existence on tho radio station. Several of the num- Omega Rho.
will lll'Obably afford the Lobos good
one experiment Is worth more than campus with a three-day camping bers were furnished by a mixed quarThursday, AIJril 23- Omega Rho competition in this meet. Tho fact
the entire value and upkeep of the trip to Tejano Canyon, extending. tette of the First Methodlot Church. vs Pi Kappa Alpha; Independents vs that New Mexico scored 36 l!-3 points
Oklahoma Agricultural and Mechanl- from last Thursday night to S un d ay
Coronado Club.
.
, s SO 1-3 as compared
The songs were:
A 11 24
C
d
PI to Nebraska
eal College since its establishment." I
0
th
1\sual
dd!tl
t
I
Solos: 1\fiss Bernadine Lewis.
Friday pr
orona vs
tl d f t
t d
t t c 1 d
n gilt.
n a
on
o
e
·
Kappa Alpha. Sigma Chi va In de- to 1e e ea me e ou o o ora o
pranks always executed on a camp·
a. God Is the Spirit.
'
by the Comhuslrers, 107-liS, shows
· U. N. l\l. GRADU~~E h' B lug trip, several hikes were talten,
b. Palms.
IJendents. A
K
Sigma that Coach Joh11son has a good team
Professor Menaul receiv_ed ts · from sllOI'ter ones of five miles to
Quartette.
Monday, pr 11 27appa
· th
k'
Th N b k
tf!t
U
e rna mg.Valleye indoor
e ras a chamou
S. in Cbemls_try at the D_tvers ItY ~ f one of eighteen miles to the Sandia ·
a. Crown th~ Risen King.
vs Corona d0 ,' s·Igma Chi vs p·1 Kappa m
are Missouri
Trio.
Alpha.
!
th'
d th !
·
New Mexico 111 1913 and 111 ~ master 8 'crest. Several of the girls weut Pen!d
I11 19 16 ls0 at U N 1\f He
T'lleSday, April 28-Kappa Sigma hp·ons •· IS Y.e~rian
•
i . ~•.r lrulnnDets
egree
, a
:
a. Teach Me.,to Love Thee.
PI I'"a a AI ha· Omega Rho vs a.vo .. eon 1.11un ng s nee .,nee n a1 t. !tente hunting Fl'iday night, and a!was laboratory assistant m c em 8 ry! th ugh they tound none the thrllls
Dnet.
vs
" pp
p '
comber, whereas the New Mexico
in 1914-15. He has two brothers re-i od
th
! ed ~ade up for
a. Come Only Salvation.
Coronado.
k
I
b
bl t b
t
ld'
Alb querque Professor an scares 'llY rece v
Wednesday, April 29-Sigma Chi trac men tad een a e o e ou
u
·
tile miles they tramped. Because of
Solo: Mr. A. A. Leader, bass.
onlY about a month. In addition to
s mg near
Menaul was one of the charter mem- i the success of this event W. A. A.
a. The Great Example.
vs Coronado.
tltat fact, four of Johnson's most dehers of the .A.lplla Delta local fra-J feels that Its existence a~ a campus
In addition, Mrs. Van Devanter,
pendable men were out of tile meet
ternfty.
activity is justified.
Mrs. Lester Cooper and Miss Helen PRIZE WINNERS
on account of grades. They all had
Those who made the trip are: Mae Slsk, sopranos, furnished selections.
OF CHEMISTRY
the desired mark passed before the
George cunningham, former 'Var- Brown, Mary Brown, Mary Doss, Mil,, ESSAYS GIVEN 11.1eet, but the eligibility ruling of the
slty student who completed his dred Doss, Ruth Dale, Dorothy TENNIS TOURNEY
administration is that an athlete
course last February, and now con- Broolrs, Norma Weber, Ellen Good- TAKEN BY OMEGA
must be eligible at least 148 hours
nected with the Santa Fe railway at art, Georgina Conner, Bertha CoopState Winners Will Enter Nation• prior to the meet in Which they wish
Ell Paso was a visitor on tile campus er, Frances Rogers, Helen Greenlee,
RHO NET ARTISTS a1 Contest for Further Try for to compete. But the difficulties are
Monday:
·
Laura Cra·wford, MargarE-t Hitson,
Prizes.
now cleared up and tile other meets
l'riildred Miller, lltarjor!e Cleve, VI- Doubles Are Played Off with
will find Webb, Brodie, Renfro and
vian Gibson, Emma Craddock, Miss
Omega Rho. Long Doea Good
The winners of the prizes In New Jones doing their bit.
Leonard Ruffin has Withdrawn Roy
llflss 1\tcCorm!clc, and Miss She!!
from the University due to the ser- ton.'
.
Work.
Mexi~o for th~ best essays on var ous
While no Varsity letter men are
lous illness of his sister,
chemtstry top1cs have heen announ- 1. 'bl f th . t
th t
.
. e 1g1 e or e m ra-mura1s a are
The belated fall tennis tournament ced. T·hese essays Will be entered m being run off this week it Is more
PROFnSSOR HODGIN BACI{
·which was IJOstponed because of bad the national contest where further th
l'k 1 th t th
1' rna d e will
· has t a k en c11 arge weather until this spring !las at last prizes will be gtven
•
John Howard a member of the
Professor Hodgm
to the best in b an
tt. 1the y a d be mar
th cs
N
M xi
' FE!bruary, IS
• now of lus
• c1as.ses a ft er an a bsence o f Sl·x been run off, The final • scoring the country at large. 'I'll " cones
t t athletes
e er in
osethe
rna meet
e y last
e Friday,
cw e and
co
junior class until
confined to a hospital at Edgewater, i weeks dur~ng which time h~ has been, shows that the Omega Rho team was fostered by the American Chern- the competition will help to season
Colorado. Howa1•d left the Unlver·J conff~e;d m a local hospital. Mr. 1won all of their games played and !cal Society.
the yearlings just that much more.
sity due to poor health, but .has en- Hodgm s classes were taugb.t by Mr~ so emerged champions. Men~fee
The w!n11ers are:
There is not a single event in whlcb.
tertained the 11ope of reentermg next McClure of the New. Mexico Educa Long, who has been the slickest
(A) "Relation of Chemistry to the intra-mural winner should not
ian: He was history assistant dur- tiona! Exchange durmg the absence 1 racket wielder on the campus tile Agriculture or Forestry."
First establish a creditable mark.
ing the first semester,
of the regular professor.
IJast three years, was the lad largely prize, Hay Elden Newcomer, East Las
responsible for the long string of Vegas.
Honorable mentlo11, Ina
Marks made In the Arizona !ntraD
victories.
Kimbrough, Albuquerque,
mural were good this year In most
C
The Independents lost but one
(B) "Relation of Cllemlstry to events, but there are two or three
'game durl1lg the round of play, t. hat the Dev.elopment of Industry." First events In Which they will !lave to
one going to the Omega Rhos. Aside prize, Lloyd F. Kniffin, Silver City. pick up or they will not place a man
from that slip they went thrdugh Honorable mention, Charles Karls- In the Lobo-Wildcat struggle, Howtheir schedule in great shape, altho ruher, Tucumcari.
ever, the meet should be close enough
in several matches It toolc all they
(C) "Relation of Chemistry to to excite quite a little interest, and
Coach Johnson will take the chief part in the pageant-::>pera, !lad to win out.
National Defense." First prize, Wal- it Is not doubtful that the largest
"Hiawatha," which will be staged by t~e Depart~ent of Music and
The final standing is as follows: ter B. McFarland, E. Las Vegas. crowd that has ever witnessed a track
the Dramatic Club during Commencement exerCises. Most of the
Won Lost Honorable mention, Sue Jaclcson, and field meet at Varsity field will
characters have been chosen for the play, but there are a few yet to Omega Rho . . . . . . . . • . . . 5
0 Alamogordo.
be on hand when the teams clash.
be selected.
lndependents ......•• , • . 4
1
{D) "Relation of Chemistry to Certain it Is that Arizona Ia not go.
Th pageant is to be held on the campus, the western portion Pi Kappa Alpha . • . • . . . • 3
2 Health and Disease." First prize, ing to leave a atone uncovered to
w'1th 't ;ine grove and sloping green and basin presenting an ideal! Sigma Chi , .. , ..••..•. , 2
3 Helen E. Jenldns, Raton. Honorable regain some of the prestige they have
4 mention, Howard Griffin, Belen.
lost with New .Mexico this year, an<l
8 0 t f:r the small lake and the forest in which. will be the Indian ICoronado Club . . • • • . . • . . 1
v'flla e with its campfires and not yet been ass1gned, but the follow- Kappa Sigma .•... , . . • • • 0
5
(E) "Relation of. C~emlstry to New Mexico Will work just as hEird
othe~ details which one would ex- lng have been definitely decided upthe Enrichment of Ltfe." First to make her year complete over her
·
·
'ld
Th on:
·
ELECTRIC LIGHT
prize Helen Snipes 1 Roswell.
old rival. Which means that the
pect to fmd m a W1. chmp. f the
.
"Relation of Chemistry to record l!st for the Southwest w!ll
8
story
plhy ,!
aL:n
"Hiawatha," Coach Johnson,
FORECAST THEME the Home." First prize, Bessie Hart, probably have a bad day and several
lawat a,
y
g
"Minnehaha," Miss Fay Strong.
OF PRIZE ARTICLE E. Las Vegas. Honorable mention, will go tumbling during the meet.
lpoowe,m,
"Nokomis," Miss Ness Hess and
"I"!
th ••
Lucille Fooshee, Hurley.
The pageant operas,
" awa a ~ Miss Madge Shel)ard.
•
of May. Twenty-three prizes, totalWedding Feast,'' "The Death of Min·
"!agoo," Mr. Francis Elmer.
Liberal Rewards OfferEed to ~m; of ten years will receive the first !ng ten thousand dollars Will be given
nohnha" and "Hiawatha's Depart"Clublalos," Ml', Merlyn Davies.
ner of Conteat.
ssay
~s
iz of • 5 000
out at that time. T•he copy submitC onta'm R_evle
• w. of Past
F1vet pr The
e period
• ' covered
'
' now being rehenrsed b Y t ·h e
lll'e," are
"Onawalte,'' Miss Ell1en Severns.
f N
is that of the tea will all be kept and at the end
Music Departme11t and the Dramatic
"Pau·Pak-Kee-Wis,'' Mr. Loren
Y,ears and Forecast 0
ex decade from 1920 to 1930, and the of the decade w!ll be examined again
Club. The Music Department has Mozley.
F1ve.
article Is to be written as of January and another prize of ten thousand
liMn SIJQltcllng much time during tile
Master ot CGremonies, Mr. Otto
.
t h
1 1930 The resulting article w!ll dollars will be awarded to the then
smncate1• 011 the •mllsical parts and Bebber,
.
A most unusual essay co;tesb 1 ~t b~ a re~lew of the past five years adjudged winner. Groups may work
tho orchestra and chorus practice.
Reader, Miss Edna Lipper.
been announced by k th~he ~~s~ !r. and a forecast of the next five:
on a single article. TM contest is
lntcnsive training will assure a good
Baritone, Mr. Reginald FlshGr.
Compnny of New Yor • and ower
Prizes will be awarded in June, tile OJ>en to anyone but thOse on the
))rod notion,
Dram_atlc Club Manager, Mr. Tom ltlcle on the electric ~lght
P iod copy being due dUring the latter !)art Eoard of Judges,
Many ot the principal parts have Hughes.
.
Industry, which aha! cover a per

of
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